




jasonstrodl [ADAPTURE] was founded by Jason Strodl, AIA in 2008. we are an award winning design+build architecture and construction 
company. we can provide architectural design and planning for a variety of project types including residential, commercial, office, tenant 
improvements, educational, industrial, and food service

a d a p t u r e

who we are

noun

the place where the process of designing and 
the process of making come together as a 
contiguous act of creation.
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desert house.one
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This project was inspired by the natural beauty 
of the Mojave Desert. Like the branches of a 
mesquite tree, long overhangs project beyond 
the building footprint to provide protection from 
the desert sun. 

The interior is open and inviting. With many light 
filled spaces and views of both the immediate 
landscape and the mountains and city lights in 
the distance, no room goes without a connection 
to its exterior.



the pavilion
The focus of the design process was to invent an 
indoor/outdoor environment that provided a variety of 
social, visual and textural experiences for this 
entertainer’s paradise.

This minimalist box uses pocketing, sliding glass doors 
and a continuity of the floor and ceiling surfaces to all 
but eliminate the distinction between the inside and 
out.

We selected natural materials such as limestone for the 
floor, wood for the ceiling and a textured stone veneer 
for the walls. A custom-made concrete table sits in the 
space and doubles for both ping pong tournaments 
and dining. We integrated water and fire features into 
the design for additional sensory stimulation.
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desert house.two
This nearly 9,000 square foot family home is built into the natural slope of this 
site located at the base of Lone Mountain.

The upper level, reserved for traditional daily functions, is punctuated by two 
identical cantilvered boxes; one housing the living, kitchen and dining spaces 
and the other the master suite and office.

The two rectangular volumes are wrapped in core-ten steel panels and contain 
a covered outdoor deck space. The perforated metal screens are operable to 
provide required privacy and shade.

The back of the home opens up to a massive rear yard, pool and a sunken patio. 
The long, flat roof planes help to shade the interior spaces until the sun sets 
behind the nearby mountain peak.
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“Rancho-Modern”. that is what the client asked for once 
they realized the “cottage-style” home they purchased 
didn’t match their lifestyle or  aesthetic desires. Located 
in an older neighborhood near downtown las vegas, 
the clients challenged us to provide them with a 6,500 
square foot home that respected the essence of the 
homes that surrounded it. 

We needed to create a modest looking home as seen 
from the street; to fit in with the existing neighborhood. 
The house was designed around a central “spine” that 
connects the master suite and home office to the kids’ 
bedrooms and kitchen. Full-height glass sliding doors 
on both sides of the house open to the front and 
backyards allowing the house’s interior to blur with the 
exterior courtyards and patios.

joshua tree house
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mcneil manor
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Our repetoire includes a love affair with “Vintage Vegas” properties. We have 
begun remodeling several home in the “old” neighborhoods including Mcneil 
Estates, Glen Heather, Rancho Nevada Estates  and Rancho Bel Air. 

We epecially look forward to the challenge of transforming an orginal sturcture 
into a modernized home suitable to today’s standards. By breathing new life 
into these old homes and neighborhoods, we feel a connection with our city’s 
colorful past.



process work



jason@adapturedb.com

get in touch.

817 s. main st. las vegas, nv 89101

www.adapturedb.com

cel   (702) 465-2613
tel    (702) 629-7222


